SCHWING Rock Breaker SRB100 HD / SRB135 HD
Your durable and reliable choice for day-to-day demolition,
quarrying and breaking jobs.

SRB100 HD / SRB135 HD
Looking for a reliable, rig-mounted breaker
for day-to-day jobs?
Check out our SCHWING Rock Breaker
Offering a good price to performance ratio, our Schwing Rock Breaker is specifically
designed to meet those needs, They not only offer the reliability that you
expect from a Schwing breaker, but also many of the well-known features and
benefits.
Whatever the job
Schwing Rock Breaker are durable workhorses that will just go on working. They
will give you good results and are an excellent choice for a wide range of
day-to-day breaking tasks. Use Schwing Rock Breakers for demolition, trenching,
earthworks, quarrying and others jobs.

Advanced control technology
The integrated control
valve optimizes efficiency; the
Energy Recovery system
increases operating efficiency
and lowers vibrations

Monoblock design
Combined cylinder & tool holder
section eliminating the need for
tie rods for higher reliablity;
replaceable piston liner for
cost-effective repairs

Contilube II
Optional self-bleeding automatic lubrication device for
optimized grease consumption
and continuous lubrication

Hybrid technology
Integrated nitrogen piston
accumulator for constan high
impact energy, safe start-up
and smooth operation

Percussion chamber ventilation
The built-in check valve reduces
dust intake into the tool guiding
area and the percussion chamber

Double tool retainer bars
Two oval shaped locking bars for
optimum tool guidance and higher
durability

Vibro Silenced Plus
Non-metallic suspension
arrangements to isolate
percussion mechanism from
breaker box and sealing off
all opening for lower noise
and vibration levels

Technical Specification

SRB100 HD

SRB135 HD

Carrier weight class

T

12 - 19

17 - 28

Service weight

Kg

800

1500

Tool diameter

mm

100

135

L / min

100 - 120

140 - 160

Operating pressure

Bar

150 - 170

150 - 170

Impact rate (Auto Stop mode)

bpm

650 - 850

520 - 680

Sound power level

dB(A)

118

122

Oil flow

Auto Stop:
Benefits:
Auto Stop mode for jobs on firm ground such as:
Trenching
Bench leveling in the quarry
Excavating foundations in rock
Breaking heavy concrete structures

Energy recovery:
Feature: Energy recovery
Recoil energy is absorbed and converted into
the next stroke thereby increasing the available
impact energy to break the rock
Benefits:
Energy recovery guarantee maximum
efficiency and smooth running.
It reduces the load on both carrier and
hydraulic breaker.

Mono-bloc percussion unit:
Feature: Mono-bloc
Combine cylinder & tool holder section
eliminating the need for tie rods for higher
reliability: replaceable piston liner for
cost-effective repairs.
Benefits:
Lower hammer part and cylinder combine to
form a single unit.
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